
24k Gold Samsung Galaxy S6 and S6 Edge Now Available to Pre-Order at 
Goldgenie 

The new Samsung Galaxy S6 and S6 Edge phones are can now be pre-
ordered from Goldgenie, the London based luxury customization specialists. 

The elegant smart phones are available in lustrous finishes of 24k Gold, Rose 
Gold and Platinum on their website. 

The devices start at £1664 exc. VAT for the Samsung Galaxy S6 in 24k 
Gold and customers may reserve their customised device with a 50% 
deposit on their chosen model. 

Goldgenie’s craftsmen pioneered the art of embellishing Samsung’s current 
Galaxy S5 and Alpha models in luxurious 24k Gold and the company’s CEO 
Laban Roomes recently presented the 24k Gold S5 to “Selma” star David 
Oyelowo who played Martin Luther King Jnr at an Oscars event in Los 
Angeles.  There has been strong interest in their customised Samsung 
smartphones and Goldgenie is expecting an increase in demand due to 
Samsung’s aesthetic improvements in this range. 

Samsung has exchanged its recognisable plastic casing for premium glass 
and metal and the resulting devices are quite spectacular.  The curved glass 
front of the S6 Edge looks like quite a feat in modern design and the 
discretion and practicality of its new hidden feature, People Edge, is bound to 
be highly popular.   

The pre-order service will commence this morning at 9am 20th March 
and will end on 7th April and the phones will be available to order as normal 
from Samsung’s official launch date, 10th April 2015.  Dispatch of the first 
shipment of orders will be between 14 and 21 days after this date. 

Goldgenie’s customised Samsung S6 and S6 Edge will be presented in a 
luxury cherry oak jewellery box and personal sentiment may be added to the 
phone with a laser engraved name, motto or symbol on the back. Goldgenie’s 
customised Galaxy S6 makes the perfect gift for the Samsung aficionado or 
for anyone considering converting to Android or updating their current model. 

The customised Samsung S6 and S6 Edge are scratch resistant and come 
complete with a Lifetime warranty. 

For more information, please visit Goldgenie’s website or contact Goldgenie’s 
press office: 

Tel: +44 208 804 6200 

Email: press@goldgenie.com 

Web: www.goldgenie.com 


